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Four alternatives were considered for this project.  The below descriptions are intended to 

provide the information related to the alternatives considered, and describe the details including 

the preliminary design study and plans.  They are as follows: 

1)  Do Nothing 

2)  Repair of Public Drainage System – replace lake outlet structure and existing 12” 

drain tile piping, along Section B Main CD 70 

3)  Improvement of Public Drainage System – replace lake outlet structure and increase 

capacity of drainage piping along new alignment.  Improvement includes removal of 

existing outlet structure, piping, maintain existing natural ground overflow channel 

conditions, and leaving the existing 12” drain tile piping along Section B CD 70 as is.   

4)  Improvement of Public Drainage System - replace existing outlet structure and drain 

tile piping with an open channel 

A. Alternative No. 1:  Do Nothing 

This alternative involves the completion of no work, neither improvement nor a 

repair.  The existing ditch system would remain as is and the identified existing problems 

would remain.   

CD 70 was legally established and has been functioning as a public drainage 

system since the 1920’s.  Several documents exist in the CD 70 drainage file which 

displays a history of problems dating back to the 1950’s. The problems are consistently 

related to excessively high Sewell Lake levels and the effects it has on the adjacent 

shoreland and farmland. The problems appear to be related to an inadequate outlet 

capacity causing excessive lake level bounce, excessive high lake levels durations, and 

uncontrolled discharge of Sewell Lake water flowing overland to a point of outlet at the 

Pelican Creek or CD 52.  No documentation of past Repairs or Improvements appeared to 
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exist in the drainage system files.  However, it appears efforts have been made to modify 

the existing lake outlet structure to provide more efficient operations.  These efforts have 

been unsuccessful as Sewell Lake continues to rise excessively and frequently continuing 

to cause uncontrolled overland discharges, most recently documented in July of 2014. 

The overflow discharge from Sewell Lake is conveyed over the surface on 

agricultural lands, wetlands and farmed drainage swales which outlets directly into the 

Pelican Creek or CD 52, ultimately entering the Pomme De Terre River system.   

In addition, the high lake levels create unacceptable backwater conditions limiting 

the ability of the CD 70 drainage system laterals and branches upstream of Sewell Lake to 

perform to the expected levels originally petitioned by the benefitted landowners. 

In 2013, the Otter Tail County Board of Commissioners were petitioned to 

improve the CD 70 drainage system by providing a more efficient outlet from Sewell 

Lake which better serves the current drainage needs. Considering the current petition 

which the County Board is acting on, past negative impacts to the shoreline, lack of 

adequate agricultural drainage, excessive erosion of topsoil, and deposition of sediment to 

the receiving water bodies, Alternative 1, ”Do Nothing”,  is considered unacceptable.  

Problems identified in the petition have been documented since the 1950’s, and it appears 

that if a practical solution is identified it should be considered and executed. 

B. Alternative No. 2:  Repair of Public Drainage System 

Alternative 2 considers maintaining the existing 12” tile capacity and alignment 

along Section B Main CD 70, and providing a new lake outlet structure with improved 

operation and maintenance efficiencies. This proposed work would be considered a 

Repair to the existing drainage system.  A new lake outlet structure would provide the 

same hydraulic capacity, but would provide an improved hydraulic opening and more 
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efficient means of maintaining the hydraulic opening from blockage.  Based on notes and 

inspection documentation, the existing lake outlet structure has exhibited a history of 

blockage which has significantly decreased the hydraulic capacity of the outlet from 

Sewell Lake.  In addition, it appears an 8” orifice controls the hydraulic capacity of the 

outlet, which appears inconsistent with the original plans for the drainage system.  The 

types of blockage are typically vegetation, woody debris, turtles, and other aquatic 

species.  Alternative 2 provides for an enlarged opening lake outlet structure serving the 

existing 12” drain tile; providing for improved accessibility for inspection, monitoring, 

and maintenance.  At the direction of the County Board, a hydraulic analysis and 

conceptual feasibility study was performed in 2011 to determine the suitability of the 

existing 12” tile to convey lake water discharge demands, and compare the results to 

current tile drainage standards (see attached report in Exhibit G).  The results of the study 

indicated that, even with an unobstructed water area, the 12” tile is undersized relative to 

current agricultural demands, and appears to be inadequate to serve the intent of the 

drainage system.  The inadequate tile size creates undesirable lake level bounce in 

magnitude and frequency, but the deficiency appears to be the excessive duration of the 

high lake stages experienced.  This condition generally occurs after a measurable rainfall 

event subsequent to the spring runoff.  The extended duration of these high lake levels 

created by the inadequate hydraulic capacity of the 12” drain tile introduces a 

compounding effect or increased magnitude of the high lake stages caused by the 

subsequent measurable runoff events; generally in the spring.  Several occurrences have 

been documented, most notably in the past two decades, of which runoff events have 

occurred which significantly affect the lake levels of Sewell; thereby, negatively and 

measurably affecting the drainage abilities of the agricultural lands draining into Sewell 
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Lake and affecting spring agricultural work.  Although, a repair appears to provide 

improved serviceability of the lake outlet structure, the hydraulic capacity and respective 

demands of the drainage system as controlled by the 12” drain tile does not appear to 

adequately serve the needs of the benefitted landowners.  In addition, the cost to 

maintain/reconstruct the current outlet tile along the existing estimated 8,600 feet 

alignment does not appear practical or feasible for the benefitted area served.  A repair of 

the existing drain tile would likely require an inspection of approximately 8,600 feet of 

12” drain tile to determine extents of replacement of the 90+/- year old tile. It is likely 

that sections of the drain tile are deteriorated to the point of requiring replacement within 

the immediate future.  The costs associated with replacing approximately 8,600 lin. feet 

of 12” drain tile piping is likely between $200,000 and $300,000 for 12” CP piping 

installation only. Relative to the benefitted area, a repair appears unfeasible relative to 

today’s drainage standards and other practical alternatives available. 

Therefore, Alternative 2 was determined as impractical, unfeasible, and does not 

serve the best interests of the benefitted property owners relative to current drainage 

standards. 

C. Alternative No. 3:  Improvement of Public Drainage System - Piping 

Alternative 3 proposes to increase the capacity and improve the operating 

efficiency of the existing lake outlet structure and 12” drain tile piping.  The improvement 

would include providing a new lake outlet structure at a new location, providing a new 

lake outlet drainage pipe with increased capacity along a new alignment, removing the 

existing lake outlet structure and approximately 120 feet of 12” drain tile piping, and 

leaving a majority of the existing downstream 12” drain tile along Section B Main CD 70 

as is, and maintaining the overland flow conditions at the existing outlet for overflow. 
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The new lake outlet structure would be relocated at the southeasterly limits of Sewell 

Lake.  The alignment of the proposed new drainage pipe would generally reflect the 

alignment shown in Exhibit A, and includes approximately 3,200 lin. feet of 30” drainage 

pipe.  The proposed improvement project is estimated to cost approximately $574,000.  

The new proposed drainage pipe alignment would reduce the existing drainage corridor 

length from approximately 8,600 lin. feet to 3,200 lin. feet to the drainage pipe outlet 

point.  Minor lake bottom excavation and backfilling operations below the OHW of 

Sewell Lake would be required as shown on the attached plan and profile sheet. The 

existing lake outlet structure would be removed and abandoned eliminating the ability for 

Sewell Lake water from entering the existing 12” drain tile along Section B Main CD 70, 

under normal conditions, thereby significantly reducing the drainage system conveyance 

demands on this part of the existing CD 70 drainage system.  Upon completion of the 

improvement project, only those lands south of Sewell Lake which currently drain into 

the 12” drain tile along Section B Main CD 70 will continue contributing runoff to said 

drain tile.  Only that area contributing runoff into Sewell Lake will contribute water to the 

new lake outlet.  This alternative appears to most directly reflect the intention of the 

petitioners while maintaining the existing service area of the existing CD 70 drainage 

system.   

A preliminary and cursory hydraulic analysis conducted for the drainage system in 

2011 indicated that a 24” outlet drainage pipe could satisfy the needs of the benefitted 

landowners.  Lake level bounce would be reduced in magnitude, but primarily a reduction 

of frequency and duration of high lake levels would be addressed.  A more detailed 

hydraulic analysis was conducted as part of the development of the Preliminary Engineers 

Report and verified by this detailed survey report, which analyzed several lake outlet 
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drainage pipe sizes including a 12”, 18” and 24” diameters.  Table 1 provided in Section 

VII of this report illustrates a comparison between hydraulic performance of these 

drainage pipes and resulting lake levels.  Upon review of the hydraulics and cost analysis 

results, a 24” drainage pipe is recommended to serve as the outlet drainage piping as part 

of the improvement project.   The existing 12” drain tile within Section B Main CD 70, 

which generally includes 8,600 lin. feet, will remain as is.  Upon completion of the final 

hearing, a more efficient outlet was considered which included an outlet structure 

functioning as a primary spillway/fixed weir and a 30” outlet pipe. 

An improvement project along the existing alignment of Section B Main CD 70 

was considered.  The estimated project cost associated with removing the existing 8,600 

lin. feet of 12” drain tile and replacing it with a new 24” drainage pipe along the same 

alignment was between $800,000 and $900,000.   Due to the reduced length of piping 

from 8,600 Lin. feet to 3,200 Lin. feet, the existing alignment presents significantly 

higher cost than the proposed new alignment.

  This alternative provides for a manageable project cost, improved hydraulic 

capacity, improved efficiency in operations and maintenance, appears to address the 

drainage systems deficiencies of the CD 70 system as provided in the petition, and 

addresses lakeshore owner concerns at resulting low lake levels which would negatively 

impact recreation and access efficiency. This alternative reduces the magnitude, 

frequency, and primarily duration of lake level bounce relative to existing conditions, it 

reduces the frequency of the occurrence of lake water uncontrollably discharging overland 

to the drainage system outlet point at CD 52, and maintains an emergency overflow 

function, consistent with existing conditions.  

This alternative provides for the most efficient facility serving the immediate and 
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long term drainage needs of the drainage system.  However, it increases the total 

infrastructure cost liability to the benefitted landowners.  The improvement project 

provides for new infrastructure to establish and maintain, and it also retains the cost 

liability to maintain the existing 12” drain tile along Section B Main CD 70.  It should 

also be noted, that the existing 12” drain tile has exhausted its original service life 

(exceeding 90 years of service), and is likely to require maintenance within the near 

future.  However, the existing hydraulic demands along Section B Main CD 70 will 

significantly be reduced as a result of the proposed improvement project as Sewell lake 

water will be completely redirected to the new outlet. This new condition will likely 

reduce the immediate need to repair Section B CD 70, and will more likely require only 

segmental repairs on an as needed basis. Considering the items presented, Alternative 3 

provides the best known alternative serving the needs expressed in the petition as well as 

maintaining the existing drainage benefits. 

D. Alternative No. 4:  Improvement of Public Drainage System – Open Channel 

This alternative proposes to replace existing outlet structure and drain tile piping with an 

open channel, reflecting either a drainage ditch or meandering natural channel. 

 The construction of a meandering, natural channel serving as the outlet for Sewell 

Lake was considered.  There is an existing overflow swale near the location of the 

existing outlet structure. This channel could be excavated to the desired lake runout 

elevation, and could transport rainfall and spring run-off events downstream CD 52. 

However, excessive excavation would be required to provide for the necessary consistent 

channel slope. There is approximately 50 feet of elevation change over the approximate 

1.5 mile long overflow swale, and erosion has caused past problems, with sediment 
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deposition in downstream wetlands as well as CD 52.  The existing swale conveys 

minimal flows water except during Sewell Lake overflow conditions. Sustained flows in 

an open channel are not desirable given an average 0.6% channel slope. This slope can be 

reduced by meandering the channel. However, the area of impact would be significant 

and primarily occupy agricultural lands.  Due to likely erosion problems related to the 

erosive design slope of the proposed channel, as well as the significant acquisition of 

agricultural land on both sides of the channel path, Alternative No. 4 was eliminated from 

consideration. 

Upon review of the known practical alternatives and consideration of the drainage 

system deficiencies identified in the petition due to the high water levels on Sewell Lake 

it was determined by the Engineer that Alternative 3 best serves the overall interests 

expressed by the petitioners and best serves the natural resource interests within the CD 

70 drainage area.   
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 A. General Information 

The Sewell Lake outlet is currently served by an existing lake outlet 

structure, 12” drain tile, and an overflow swale that is farmed when possible. 

Figure 5 displays a general schematic of the original CD 70 drainage system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 

Schematic of Existing County Ditch No. 70 
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The existing drain tile outlets to CD 52 (Pelican Creek) approximately 1.3 miles 

south of Sewell Lake, and serves a total of approximately 5.98 square miles of 

drainage area. The existing lake runout elevation (NAVD 88) of the Sewell Lake 

overflow swale is at elev. 1298.3’ (NAVD 88) or approximately 4 feet above the 

invert elevation (1294.5’ (NAVD 88)) of the existing 12” drain tile, and is 

frequently overtopped during measureable spring rainfall events. The OHW of 

Sewell Lake as determined by the MnDNR is elev. 1298.7’ (NAVD 88). As the 

appended petition describes, and as determined by the Project Engineer, the 

current outlet serving Sewell Lake and CD 70 is not adequate to satisfy current 

drainage needs. The excessive duration of high lake stages and resulting 

inundation of agricultural land is too common within the CD 70 benefitted area. 

The proposed improvement project includes the installation of a new 

Sewell Lake primary outlet structure (riser pipe), installation of a new 30” 

drainage pipe, removal of the existing lake outlet structure including 

approximately 120 lin. ft. of 12” drain tile at the immediate outlet location to 

Sewell, maintaining the existing conditions of the natural ground outlet channel 

allowing future overflow hydraulic conditions to be consistent with existing 

overflow hydraulic conditions, and plugging and abandoning the inlet end of the 

existing 12” drain tile at the existing Sewell Lake outlet (See Figure 6). The 

proposed improvement project will provide increased hydraulic capacity reducing 

high lake stages and excessive duration, and provide a more serviceable and 
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efficient lake outlet structure. The proposed improvement project will address the 

previously discussed inadequacies of the current system. 

The following paragraphs, tables, and the final plans contained in Exhibit 

A, provide the necessary information to base the technical aspects of the proposed 

improvements.  All elevations in this report are based on NAVD 88 datum.   

B. Project Hydrology 

The current drainage area at the existing outlet of CD 70 is approximately 

5.98 square miles. The total drainage area served by the proposed improvement 

project at the new lake outlet encompasses 5.46 square miles. The drainage area 

boundary is shown in the final plans, Exhibit A.  The drainage area south of 

Sewell Lake served by the existing 12” drain tile encompasses 0.52 square miles, 

and will continue to be served by this existing 12” drain tile as part of the 

improvement project. No additional or reduced drainage area will be incorporated 

with the existing CD 70 drainage system as part of the improvement project; this 

includes the area south of Sewell Lake along the new drainage pipe alignment as 

no surface inlet points will be provided. 
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Figure 6 

Project Features 

 

Based on a review of the watershed characteristics and the documented 

historic and recent flooding problems, notably in the spring of the year, it was 

determined that the hydrologic design frequency would be based on a 5 year – 10 

day spring runoff event (snowmelt) establishing the initial design stage of Sewell 

Lake. A 10 day event is used to best estimate a complete spring snowmelt. The 

spring event is then followed by a subsequent 24 hour design rainfall event. 

Rainfall events subsequent to spring runoff appear to best represent the hydrologic 

design conditions of this site, and best reflect the hydrologic conditions to be 

addressed as described by the Petitioners.   
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It was determined that the hydraulic design would focus on addressing a 

reduction in drawdown duration through an increase in hydraulic capacity and 

outlet efficiency.  Due to the size of the drainage area relative to the size of the 

outlet drain tile, the storage capacity of Sewell Lake, and the short time of 

concentration for Sewell Lake sub basin runoff, it was determined “unfeasible” to 

design a drainage pipe size to address maximum lake level and stage fluctuation 

(bounce).  The current lake level bounce limits are considered acceptable as it is a 

historic and natural occurrence of Sewell Lake.  However, normal operating lake 

levels should be re-established in a more reasonable period of time, or shorter 

duration.  

The selection of the design frequency of the Sewell Lake Outlet 

Improvement Project was based primarily on economic factors related to 

construction and maintenance costs. Therefore, a 5 year-24 hour design frequency 

rainfall event was selected by the engineer.  Both 5 and 10 year design frequency 

rainfall events were modeled. 5, 10, 25, and 100 year spring runoff events were 

used to establish the initial Sewell Lake stages.   

   Runoff values for both the spring and subsequent rainfall events were 

developed using NOAA Atlas 14 rainfall data and the SCS TR-20 runoff method. 

 NOAA Atlas 14 provides PDS-based point precipitation frequency estimates for a 

user established latitude and longitude. For the spring runoff event, an antecedent 

moisture content (AMC) (ground saturation) of 3 was used to represent frozen 
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ground. Traditionally, an AMC of 2 is standard, and this was used on the 

subsequent rainfall event. Curve numbers were selected based on an average soil 

drainage classification and the anticipated land conditions at the proposed time of 

the modeled events.  When modeling the spring runoff event, a curve number of 

85 was used, with no adjustment made for duration due to the aforementioned 

AMC and frozen ground conditions. The subsequent rainfall event used a curve 

number of 81.  Time of Concentration was calculated assuming shallow 

concentrated flow; the velocity factor was based on nearly bare earth, and 

watercourse slope was estimated from Lidar data.  

   Modeling results have been tabulated and are contained in part E of this 

section of the report. 

 C. Project Area Soils 

NRCS hydrologic soil groups were determined using NRCS web soil 

survey data. The soils in the project area are primarily Forman-Buse complex 

(26%, hydrologic soil group B/C), Forman clay loam (22.4%, hydrologic soil 

group C), and Parnell silt loam (15%, hydrologic soil group C/D).  There are 

many other soils of negligible individual percentages, and are primarily 

hydrologic soil group B or C. 

D. Analysis of Outlet Conditions and Adequacy 

  Chapter 103E.245 of the Minnesota Statutes requires that the adequacy of 

the outlet be addressed in the Engineer’s Preliminary Report.  The existing 12” 
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drain tile outlet of CD 70 at CD 52 serves 5.98 square miles. The proposed 

improvement project, which will serve a drainage area of 5.46 square miles, will 

relocate the Sewell Lake primary outlet to the east end of the lake, and will 

provide a primary outlet with increased hydraulic capacity. The new drainage pipe 

will convey CD 70 flows to a discharge point immediately south of S. Sewell 

Lake Road, where an existing unfarmed and naturally vegetated swale will be 

utilized to convey CD 70 flows to CD 52. The improvement project relocates the 

CD 70 discharge point into CD 52 approximately 1.4 miles upstream from 

existing discharge point. 

  When Sewell Lake levels reach the existing natural ground lake runout or 

overflow elevation at the existing outlet location, the design peak flow resulting 

from the improvement project at the new outlet point into CD 52, is 

approximately 30 cfs. At the same lake level, the existing design peak flow from 

CD 70 to the existing outlet point into CD 52 is approximately 1.8 cfs in pipe 

flow and 0.2 cfs overland flow.  A cursory open channel hydraulic analysis was 

performed to determine the adequacy of CD 52 to function as an outlet for the 

improvement project.  CD 52 flows were determined using USGS regression 

equations.  An estimate of the stage differences within CD 52 was determined 

reflecting the changes in the peak flow resulting from the improvement project.  

The existing estimated peak flow during a 25 year runoff event in CD 52 is 238 

cfs. The improvement project increases the estimated peak flow to 268 cfs within 
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this reach of CD 52, resulting in a 25 year estimated stage increase of less than 

0.10 feet. This estimated stage increase resulting from the improvement project is 

not expected to cause noticeable changes or negative impacts to the CD 52 

system, or to the Pomme De Terre River system. It should be noted that currently, 

at high lake stages during Sewell Lake overtopping conditions it is estimated that 

the existing combined peak discharge from the 12” drain tile and overflow 

channel will create flows and stages on CD 52 similar to that resulting from 

improvement project. Considering this, the stage change of CD 52 comparing 

Sewell Lake overflow conditions between existing to post improvement project 

conditions is expected to be negligible.  

E. Hydraulic Design of Proposed Drainage Improvements 

The proposed CD 70 improvement project will increase the hydraulic 

capacity of the County drainage system. The proposed new 30” drainage pipe is 

designed to reduce the frequency of lake stages from exceeding the lake runout 

elevation of 1298.3’ resulting from the occurrence of a 5 year – 24 hour rainfall 

design event, 14 days after the start of the spring runoff.  The proposed project 

design provides Sewell Lake drawdown rates from stage elev. 1297.9’ to 1296.5’ 

within 26 days from the start of the design spring runoff event.  

The Final Plans as amended and provided with this amendment display the 

new of Sewell Lake outlet project features which control the outlet flow 

operations of the improvement project. Table 1 provides the hydraulic 
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characteristics of the various outlet pipes considered. The recommended 

alternatives reflect hydraulic characteristics of the 30” pipe. 

 

Table 1 

Hydraulic Design Data 

 

The drainage pipe outlet discharges into a natural vegetated swale with a 

grade of 8%. The swale was analyzed for stability and to determine if erosion 

protection was necessary. Based on the expected design peak flows, existing 

vegetation is adequate to convey flows with low risk of erosion. Class III riprap 

will be place at the outlet of the 30” drainage pipe to provide energy dissipation.  

Hydraulic and hydrologic calculations for the various outlet design alternatives 

considered and vegetated swales are shown in the attached amended Exhibit E. 

 F. Right-of-Way 

Exhibit C shows the recommended right-of-way for the improvement of 

the CD 70 drainage system.  Damages will be paid for all right-of-way obtained 
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for the project. 

Right-of-way is classified as a permanent or temporary easement.  

Permanent right-of-way includes that land necessary for the drainage system 

improvements, and future access for system maintenance.  A majority of the right-

of-way will be available for continued cultivation and/or its current land use. 

Temporary right-of-way will be utilized to store excavated material and topsoil, 

and for general construction operations throughout the duration of the project; 

generally for a 2 year period.  These areas will be restored to a condition 

acceptable to the property owner. 

 G. Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and Maintenance will primarily involve ensuring that the new 

lake primary outlet structure and 30” drainage pipe and screen remains 

unobstructed.  Maintenance access will be provided on the southeast end of 

Sewell Lake. Strategic inspection intervals of the lake outlet structure are 

recommended, and will most likely occur just prior to spring runoff and prior to 

winter freeze up. 

The operation and maintenance responsibilities will reside with the 

Ottertail County Board of Commissioners as the CD 70 Drainage Authority.  

Normal procedures for repairing and maintaining the ditch system improvement 

will be in accordance with Minnesota Drainage Law 103E.   

  In addition, individual or several landowners may petition the Board for 
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maintenance and repair requirements.   

It is expected that the County Board will finance all maintenance and 

repair activities through an assessment to the benefitting area in accordance with 

Minnesota Drainage Law 103E. 
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The total estimated ditch system cost for the Improvement of CD 70 is based on 

the total opinion of probable project cost (OPC) which includes, but not limited to, the 

new lake primary outlet structure, the new 30” drainage pipe, the removal of the existing 

lake outlet structure, and all other required items is $574,054.32.  Of this amount, 

$199,149.32 is for right-of-way acquisition, utility relocations, engineering, viewing, 

legal expenses, contingencies and other miscellaneous and administrative costs.  The 

specific details of the cost estimate are contained herein as Exhibit B Amended to this 

report.  It should be noted that an estimated fair market value for permanent right-of-way 

easements for budgeting purposes are as follows: agricultural lands = $4,300/acre, and 

lakeshore lands = $1.41/sq. ft.  $500/acre for temporary right-of-way has been established 

for all temporary construction easements regardless of existing land use.  Temporary 

easements are established for a 2 year term.  The exact value to be paid for right-of-way 

will be determined by the Viewers and included in the Viewers Report.  

The drainage area contains approximately 3,828 acres, and it appears the benefits 

may generally be applied to the same.  Additionally, a number of tracts in the drainage 

area may receive no benefit from the ditch improvement.  If we assume the benefitting 

area reflects the drainage area (3,828 acres) and all the benefiting area received equal 

benefits, the average cost per acre of the project would be approximately $150.  If the 

improvement project is bonded for 10 years and assuming an annual interest rate to be 

5%, the average annual payment per acre for the 10-year period would be approximately 

$19.50.  It should be noted that these estimated costs per acre are based on a consistent 

and same benefit value per acre throughout the drainage area, and is intended for general 
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information.  The viewing process determines the actual benefits and project costs per 

acre, which will likely significantly vary from the average values provided above.  
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In consideration of the inadequate Sewell Lake outlet capacity and frequent high 

water conditions on Sewell Lake affecting the project area served by the proposed 

improvements, the Project Engineer offers the following recommendations: 

1. The CD 70 Drainage System Improvements should be made to the general grade 

line and alignment as shown on the Detailed Plans as provided in Exhibit A. 

2. Permanent and temporary right-of-way should be obtained along the proposed CD 

70 Drainage System Improvement corridor for the purpose of allowing the 

establishment of the new buried drainage pipe and drainage structures, and to 

allow for future maintenance and inspection of said items.  In addition, right of 

way will be provided for temporary placement of topsoil and construction 

operations.  The existing right of way at the existing lake outlet (upstream limits 

of Section B Main CD 70) shall be maintained as part of the CD 70 system for the 

purpose of maintaining the overflow conditions at the existing natural ground 

(overflow channel) elevation and cross section.  The existing right of way along 

the existing 12” tile corridor (Section B Main CD 70) shall be maintained to 

provide for future access, maintenance, and service downstream of Sewell Lake.  

3. Drainage structures should be installed or removed as shown on the final plans. 

4. Lands which are found to benefit from the proposed project should be assessed 

accordingly for the local costs of said drainage system improvement project. 

5. The new Sewell Lake Outlet alignment is recommended based on economics.  It 

appears that the existing Sewell Lake Outlet alignment along Section B Main CD 

70 was selected based on minimizing excavation depth for the installation of the 

12” drain tile.  Current construction practices and equipment capabilities allow for 
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efficient excavation operations up to 20 feet depths.  This allows for a shortened 

drainage pipe alignment and a reduced overall project cost liability. 

6. It is proposed that Section B Main CD 70 remain functional to continue serving 

the existing drainage interests to existing adjacent benefitting lands.  However, it 

is recommended to remove the existing Sewell Lake outlet structure including the 

upstream most 120 lin. ft. of 12” drain tile, and leave the remaining and existing 

12” drain tile in place and functional. Removing the existing Sewell Lake outlet 

structure and attached 120 lin. ft. of drainage pipe will eliminate Sewell Lake 

water from discharging into the Section B Main CD 70 drain tile under normal 

conditions.  This change will reduce operating stresses and increase capacity on 

this section of drain tile and provide improved drainage abilities for those lands 

draining directly into this 12” drain tile.  In addition, the increased capacity of the 

new Sewell Lake primary outlet structure will reduce the frequency and duration 

of Sewell Lake water from overflowing through the farmed swale between Sewell 

Lake and CD 52, or the Pelican Creek. 

7. It is proposed that the existing geometric conditions of the natural ground 

overflow channel be maintained as an overflow area and outlet for extreme runoff 

conditions from Sewell Lake.  This existing outlet and overflow ability shall be 

considered a part of the Improvement Project and be maintained as such.  It is 

recommended that no modifications be made to this existing overflow area as part 

of this project or in the future without formal proceedings allowing for such an 

action. 



X. ENGINEER’S FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

(R135197-012) X-3 Amendment 

8. The CD 70 drainage system upstream of Sewell Lake was not addressed in this 

analysis and report, as it was not specifically referenced in the petition.  The area 

adjacent to Lacey Lake is the only known documented area identified from the 

project file which has specifically expressed drainage inadequacies.  A 

preliminary analysis was prepared in 2011 to determine the adequacy of the 

existing Sewell Lake outlet, and determine a relationship between the stage at 

Sewell Lake and backwater effects of the drain tile segment extending to Lacey 

Lake.  It was determined as part of this analysis, that Sewell Lake stages between 

elev.’s 1296 and 1297 are likely to cause backwater effects to lands adjacent to 

Lacey Lake.  Therefore, the proposed new Sewell Lake outlet hydraulic design is 

based on providing a drawdown duration of 35 days from the initiation of the 

spring snowmelt, and achieving a lake level at or below elev. 1296.5’.  This 

drawdown duration reflects a 5 year-10 day spring runoff event followed by a 5 

year-24 hr rainfall event.  It was determined that this defined 5 year hydrologic 

design would provide the most economically beneficial level of service to the 

benefitted landowners, and address the concerns at Lacey Lake. 

9. As a result of comments received at the final hearing, an amendment was made to 

the presented plans.  The amendment addresses concerns from lakeshore owners 

that more frequent low lake levels would create negative impacts to recreational 

and accessibility interests to those living on the lake.  It was requested that a 

higher pipe runout elevation be considered relative to existing conditions.  The 

amended design raises the new lake runout or fixed weir elevation from 1294.5 to 

1295.5 ft. (NAVD 88).  In addition, the pipe size is proposed to be increased from 



X. ENGINEER’S FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

(R135197-012) X-4 Amendment 

24” to 30”.  This amendment introduces higher costs to the project, but provides 

a higher value.  The amended plans address the concerns related to low lake 

levels, and increases the capacity of the outlet.  The proposed amended plan 

addresses both the increased capacity as referenced in the petition, and addresses 

the final hearing comments related to the concerns over low lake levels resulting 

from the improvement project. 

An analysis of the Outlet and CD 52 shows that the amended design and plans 

continue to introduce minimal stage increases.  It is concluded that the outlet 

remains adequate with the increase in outlet capacity related to the amended 

design. 



SPEC. NO. ITEM UNIT QUANTITY

UNIT                             

PRICE

TOTAL                              

COST

2021.501 MOBILIZATION LS 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00

2101.511 CLEARING & GRUBBING LS 1 $600.00 $600.00

2104.509 REMOVE OUTLET STRUCTURE EACH 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

2105.523 COMMON BORROW (CV) CU. YD. 180 $8.00 $1,440.00

2105.535 SALVAGED TOPSOIL (EV) CU. YD. 7,620 $2.50 $19,050.00

2105.601 DEWATERING LS 1 $25,000.00 $25,000.00

2118.501 AGGREGATE SURFACING CL. 1 TON 138 $15.00 $2,070.00

2451.507 GRANULAR BEDDING (CV) CU. YD. 2,149 $15.00 $32,235.00

2451.607 ROCK BEDDING (CV) CU. YD. 160 $18.00 $2,880.00

2501.521 43" SPAN RC PIPE-ARCH CULV LIN. FT. 32 $140.00 $4,480.00

2501.525 43" SPAN RC PIPE-ARCH APRON EACH 2 $1,700.00 $3,400.00

2503.511 24" CP PIPE SEWER (SMOOTH) LIN. FT. 0 $48.00 $0.00

2503.511 30" CP PIPE SEWER (SMOOTH) LIN. FT. 3,154 $65.00 $205,010.00

2506.502 CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN SPEC 1 EACH 1 $8,500.00 $8,500.00

2506.502 CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN SPEC 2 (OUTLET STRUCTURE) EACH 1 $10,500.00 $10,500.00

2506.502 CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN F EACH 2 $9,000.00 $18,000.00

2511.501 RANDOM RIPRAP CL. II CU. YD. 28 $60.00 $1,680.00

2563.601 TRAFFIC  CONTROL LS 1 $2,500.00 $2,500.00

2573.502 SILT FENCE TYPE MS LIN. FT. 1,195 $2.50 $2,987.50

2573.505 FLOTATION SILT CURTAIN TYPE STILL WATER LIN. FT. 300 $14.00 $4,200.00

2573.533 SEDIMENT CONTROL LOG TYPE BLANKET SYSTEM LIN. FT. 100 $2.60 $260.00

2573.535 STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION EXIT LS 4 $2,000.00 $8,000.00

2573.560 CULVERT END CONTROLS EACH 1 $200.00 $200.00

2574.508 FERTILIZER, TYPE 1 LB 278 $1.00 $278.00

2575.501 SEEDING ACRE 1.11 $250.00 $277.50

2575.502 SEED MIXTURE 25-142 LB 50 $6.00 $300.00

2575.511 MULCH MATERIAL TYPE 1 TON 2 $180.00 $360.00

2575.519 DISK ANCHORING ACRE 0.92 $250.00 $230.00

2575.523 EROSION CONTROL BLANKET CATEGORY 3 SQ. YD. 930 $1.50 $1,395.00

2575.572 RAPID STABILIZATION METHOD 4 SQ. YD. 1,920 $1.60 $3,072.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $374,905.00

CONTINGENCIES @ 10% $37,490.50

ENGINEERING (DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION STAKING AND OBSERVATION) $115,000.00

VIEWER COSTS $5,000.00

UTILITIES (NONE IDENTIFIED) $0.00

ADMINISTRATION (INCLUDES BOARD, BONDING AND LEGAL COSTS) $26,000.00

PERMANENT RIGHT-OF-WAY EASEMENTS (AGRIC. = 2.263 ACRES, LAKESHORE = 13,112 SQ FT) $28,218.82

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION EASEMENTS (AGRIC. AND NON AGRIC. = 6.880 ACRES) $3,440.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST $590,054.32

30" @ 1292.5 WITH RISER AT 1295.5

EXHIBIT B

ITEMIZED OPINION OF PROBABLE COST (UPDATED)*
DRAINAGE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT FOR OTTER TAIL COUNTY DITCH NO. 70

OTTER TAIL COUNTY

B-1 Amended



SPEC. NO. ITEM UNIT QUANTITY

UNIT                             

PRICE

TOTAL                              

COST

2021.501 MOBILIZATION LS 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00

2101.511 CLEARING & GRUBBING LS 1 $600.00 $600.00

2104.509 REMOVE OUTLET STRUCTURE EACH 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

2105.523 COMMON BORROW (CV) CU. YD. 180 $8.00 $1,440.00

2105.535 SALVAGED TOPSOIL (EV) CU. YD. 7,620 $2.50 $19,050.00

2105.601 DEWATERING LS 1 $25,000.00 $25,000.00

2118.501 AGGREGATE SURFACING CL. 1 TON 138 $15.00 $2,070.00

2451.507 GRANULAR BEDDING (CV) CU. YD. 2,149 $15.00 $32,235.00

2451.607 ROCK BEDDING (CV) CU. YD. 160 $18.00 $2,880.00

2501.521 36" SPAN RC PIPE-ARCH CULV LIN. FT. 32 $120.00 $3,840.00

2501.525 36" SPAN RC PIPE-ARCH APRON EACH 2 $1,500.00 $3,000.00

2503.511 24" CP PIPE SEWER (SMOOTH) LIN. FT. 2,656 $48.00 $127,488.00

2503.511 30" CP PIPE SEWER (SMOOTH) LIN. FT. 498 $60.00 $29,880.00

2506.502 CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN SPEC 1 EACH 1 $8,500.00 $8,500.00

2506.502 CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN SPEC 2 (OUTLET STRUCTURE) EACH 1 $10,500.00 $10,500.00

2506.502 CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN F EACH 2 $5,500.00 $11,000.00

2511.501 RANDOM RIPRAP CL. II CU. YD. 28 $60.00 $1,680.00

2563.601 TRAFFIC  CONTROL LS 1 $2,500.00 $2,500.00

2573.502 SILT FENCE TYPE MS LIN. FT. 1,195 $2.50 $2,987.50

2573.505 FLOTATION SILT CURTAIN TYPE STILL WATER LIN. FT. 300 $14.00 $4,200.00

2573.533 SEDIMENT CONTROL LOG TYPE BLANKET SYSTEM LIN. FT. 100 $2.60 $260.00

2573.535 STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION EXIT LS 4 $2,000.00 $8,000.00

2573.560 CULVERT END CONTROLS EACH 1 $200.00 $200.00

2574.508 FERTILIZER, TYPE 1 LB 278 $1.00 $278.00

2575.501 SEEDING ACRE 1.11 $250.00 $277.50

2575.502 SEED MIXTURE 25-142 LB 50 $6.00 $300.00

2575.511 MULCH MATERIAL TYPE 1 TON 2 $180.00 $360.00

2575.519 DISK ANCHORING ACRE 0.92 $250.00 $230.00

2575.523 EROSION CONTROL BLANKET CATEGORY 3 SQ. YD. 930 $1.50 $1,395.00

2575.572 RAPID STABILIZATION METHOD 4 SQ. YD. 1,920 $1.60 $3,072.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $319,223.00

CONTINGENCIES @ 10% $31,922.30

ENGINEERING (DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION STAKING AND OBSERVATION) $115,000.00

VIEWER COSTS $5,000.00

UTILITIES (NONE IDENTIFIED) $0.00

ADMINISTRATION (INCLUDES BOARD, BONDING AND LEGAL COSTS) $26,000.00

PERMANENT RIGHT-OF-WAY EASEMENTS (AGRIC. = 2.263 ACRES, LAKESHORE = 13,112 SQ FT) $28,218.82

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION EASEMENTS (AGRIC. AND NON AGRIC. = 6.880 ACRES) $3,440.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST $528,804.12

ITEMIZED OPINION OF PROBABLE COST
DRAINAGE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT FOR OTTER TAIL COUNTY DITCH NO. 70

OTTER TAIL COUNTY

EXHIBIT B

24" @ 1294.45 WITH RISER @ 1294.45

B-1



 



EXHIBIT E AMENDMENT 

HH DATA SUMMARY TABLES 

DRAINAGE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT FOR OTTER TAIL COUNTY DITCH NO. 70 

OTTER TAIL COUNTY 

(R135197.012) E-1 Amendment  

 

 

Hydrologic Design Events Considered  

 

 

 

Notes: 

(1) Hydrologic Design Events Considered are comprised of a 24 hour rain fall event occurring 14 days after the start 

of a 10 day spring runoff event. 

(2) Dark shading represents lake stages above the lake runout elevation, and light shading represents lake stages 

above the approximate critical design elevation for accessibility to agricultural land. 

(3) Resulting lake elevations XX days after the start of the Spring Runoff Event. 

(4) 30” proposed (amendment), includes rim elevation of 1295.5 for outlet structure/riser pipe. 

Outlet Pipe Description 16 days 18 days 21 days 28 days 35 days 56 days

12" existing, 90% orifice blockage 1298.55 0.27 1.12 1298.54 1298.53 1298.51 1298.48 1298.45 1298.39

12" existing, 8" orifice 1298.45 1.82 0.42 1298.44 1298.42 1298.38 1298.31 1298.26 1298.06

12" existing, improved orifice 1298.40 2.71 0.21 1298.39 1298.36 1298.32 1298.21 1298.13 1297.84

12" proposed, east end 1298.40 2.82 0.21 1298.39 1298.36 1298.32 1298.21 1298.12 1297.83

18" proposed, east end 1298.19 7.85 0.00 1298.16 1298.07 1297.97 1297.68 1297.42 1296.63

24" proposed, east end 1297.88 15.88 0.00 1297.82 1297.65 1297.44 1296.88 1296.43 1295.56

30" proposed, east end 1297.94 29.31 0.00 1297.84 1297.54 1297.11 1296.21 1295.80 1295.55

1298.33

1296.50

1294.45

1295.50

5 year - 24 hour Rain Fall Event, 14 days after 5 year - 10 day Spring Runoff Event

Max. 

Stage

Max. tile 

discharge, in cfs

Max. overflow 

dishcarge, in cfs

Lake Elevation
(3)

Hydrologic Design Event

New Lake Outlet

Elevations

Lake Runout

Approx. Critical Design

Existing Tile Lake Outlet

Outlet Pipe Description 16 days 18 days 21 days 28 days 35 days 56 days

12" existing, 90% orifice blockage 1298.84 0.27 4.67 1298.82 1298.78 1298.73 1298.63 1298.57 1298.45

12" existing, 8" orifice 1298.74 1.82 3.25 1298.73 1298.68 1298.63 1298.51 1298.43 1298.23

12" existing, improved orifice 1298.70 2.72 2.68 1298.68 1298.63 1298.57 1298.44 1298.33 1298.05

12" proposed, east end 1298.70 2.85 2.67 1298.68 1298.63 1298.57 1298.43 1298.32 1298.03

18" proposed, east end 1298.49 7.96 0.69 1298.46 1298.37 1298.26 1297.93 1297.71 1296.91

24" proposed, east end 1298.18 16.10 0.00 1298.12 1297.95 1297.74 1297.16 1296.66 1295.67

1298.33

1296.50

1294.45

Lake Runout

Approx. Critical Design

Existing Tile Lake Outlet

Elevations

10 year - 24 hour Rain Fall Event, 14 days after 5 year - 10 day Spring Runoff Event

Max. 

Stage

Max. tile 

discharge, in cfs

Max. overflow 

dishcarge, in cfs

Lake Elevation
(3)

Outlet Pipe Description 16 days 18 days 21 days 28 days 35 days 56 days

12" existing, 90% orifice blockage 1299.49 0.18 20.92 1299.42 1299.26 1299.10 1298.83 1298.70 1298.51

12" existing, 8" orifice 1299.41 1.84 18.19 1299.34 1299.18 1299.03 1298.75 1298.61 1298.35

12" existing, improved orifice 1299.36 2.74 16.56 1299.30 1299.13 1298.97 1298.71 1298.54 1298.23

12" proposed, east end 1299.36 2.93 16.54 1299.30 1299.13 1298.97 1298.71 1298.54 1298.22

18" proposed, east end 1299.13 8.17 10.41 1299.06 1298.90 1298.74 1298.35 1298.12 1297.30

24" proposed, east end 1298.80 16.54 4.11 1298.73 1298.54 1298.30 1297.72 1297.18 1295.92

1298.33

1296.50

1294.45

10 year - 24 hour Rain Fall Event, 14 days after 10 year - 10 day Spring Runoff Event

Max. 

Stage

Max. tile 

discharge, in cfs

Lake Elevation
(3)

Max. overflow 

dishcarge, in cfs

Elevations

Lake Runout

Approx. Critical Design

Existing Tile Lake Outlet



(R135197.012) E-2 Amendment  

Spring Runoff Events 

 

Notes: 

(1) Spring Runoff Events represent the first half of the Hydrologic Design Events Considered resulting from the 

spring snow melt only. 

(2) The 14 day lake elevation data was used as the initial lake elevation for the subsequent 24 hour Rain Fall Event. 

(3) Dark shading represents lake stages above the lake runout elevation, and light shading represents lake stages 

above the approximate critical design elevation for accessibility to agricultural land. 

(4) 30” proposed (amendment), includes rim elevation of 1295.5 for the outlet structure/riser pipe. 

Outlet Pipe Description 14 days 21 days 43 days

12" existing, 90% orifice blockage 1298.06 0.27 0.00 1298.05 1298.04 1298.02

12" existing, 8" orifice 1298.00 1.81 0.00 1297.97 1297.91 1297.71

12" existing, improved orifice 1297.97 2.72 0.00 1297.92 1297.82 1297.54

12" proposed, east end 1297.97 2.77 0.00 1297.91 1297.81 1297.53

18" proposed, east end 1297.86 7.74 0.00 1297.70 1297.44 1296.66

24" proposed, east end 1297.74 15.78 0.00 1297.42 1296.88 1295.78

1298.33

1296.50

1294.45

Max. 

Stage

Max. tile 

discharge, in cfs

Max. overflow 

dishcarge, in cfs

Lake Runout

Approx. Critical Design

Existing Tile Lake Outlet

10 year - 10 day Spring Runoff Event

Lake Elevation

Elevations

Outlet Pipe Description 14 days 21 days 42 days

12" existing, 90% orifice blockage 1299.65 0.28 26.89 1299.27 1298.93 1298.58

12" existing, 8" orifice 1299.61 1.84 25.06 1299.22 1298.87 1298.46

12" existing, improved orifice 1299.58 2.74 24.00 1299.19 1298.83 1298.38

12" proposed, east end 1299.58 2.96 24.00 1299.18 1298.82 1298.37

18" proposed, east end 1299.45 8.27 19.33 1299.03 1298.59 1297.75

24" proposed, east end 1299.29 16.87 14.51 1298.80 1298.18 1296.58

1298.33

1296.50

1294.45

Lake Runout

Approx. Critical Design

Elevations

100 year - 10 day Spring Runoff Event

Lake ElevationMax. 

Stage

Max. tile 

discharge, in cfs

Max. overflow 

dishcarge, in cfs

Existing Tile Lake Outlet

Outlet Pipe Description 14 days 21 days 42 days

12" existing, 90% orifice blockage 1297.58 0.27 0.00 1297.57 1297.56 1297.53

12" existing, 8" orifice 1297.52 1.80 0.00 1297.48 1297.43 1297.24

12" existing, improved orifice 1297.50 2.72 0.00 1297.44 1297.35 1297.07

12" proposed, east end 1297.50 2.71 0.00 1297.44 1297.35 1297.07

18" proposed, east end 1297.41 7.58 0.00 1297.26 1296.98 1296.23

24" proposed, east end 1297.30 15.45 0.00 1297.00 1296.48 1295.61

30" proposed, east end 1297.73 28.97 0.00 1297.16 1296.24 1295.59

1298.33

1296.50

1294.45

1295.50

Existing Tile Lake Outlet

Lake Elevation

5 year - 10 day Spring Event

Max. 

Stage

Max. tile 

discharge, in cfs

Max. overflow 

dishcarge, in cfs

Elevations

Lake Runout

Approx. Critical Design

New Lake Outlet










